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Topical Importance: V. A. Maslova, N. M. Firsova, A. Bello, E. Hall and others
made a great contribution to the study of this topic and largely contributed to its
further study. Language changes, which have been occurring everywhere for quite
a long time, prove that now scientists are interested in language not only as a
"thing in itself and for itself", but also study the language structures that make it
possible to determine the full and deep content of the grammatical and semantic
features of the basic units.
Goals: Complex analysis of the concept of time taking into account national and
cultural specifics of the concept in russian and spanish languages.
Tasks: - define the definition of concept;
- determine the meaning of the concept of time;
- to reveal the role of the concept of time for russian and spanish cultures;
- to compare the reflection of the concept of time in spanish and russian
linguocultures.
Theoretical value and practical applicability: The theoretical significance is that
the study contributes to the study of the concept of time by comparing its
perception and expression in two completely different cultures.
The practical significance of the work lies in the possibility of using its statements
and conclusions in the courses of lectures on subjects affecting this topic, as well
as in the translation process.
Implementation advice: This work can be used in courses of lectures on subjects
affecting this topic, as well as in the translation process.

